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Abstract
The theories of General Relativity (GR) and Quantum Mechanics (QM) form the basis of our current understanding
of the universe. In spite of their individual experimental successes, there are great conceptual conflicts between the
current formulations of QM and GR. Up to now a complete theory of quantum gravity that reconciles these conflicts
has eluded scientists. Since no such theory has yet provided satisfactory unification, GREEN will probe the domain
of the intersection of these two theories. With the possibility of producing results that conflict with either QM or GR,
or perhaps both, GREEN aims to provide new evidence to aid the development of emerging theories of quantum
gravity. This will be achieved by measuring a general relativistic effect on a quantum system - more specifically a
gravitational redshift induced on entangled photons. GREEN employs a satellite in an elliptical orbit around Earth
sending entangled photons to a ground station. Firstly, decoherence due to the large separation or gravitational
potential difference will be investigated by performing a Bell test. Secondly, by utilizing the large gravitational
potential difference between ground and space, together with state of the art technology, we will be able to detect
any differences down to 1 % from the classical gravitational redshift value for the entangled photons. The impact of
our result will provide further knowledge on the validity of QM and GR, and possibly trigger further development of
a unifying theory.

1. Introduction
1.1 Two Revolutionary Theories
In the beginning of the 20th century two physical theories emerged that sparked a revolution in physics
and greatly advanced our understanding of the universe.
The first of these theories was Einstein’s 1916 theory of general relativity (GR), a classical theory of
gravitation arising from the extension of special relativity to curved spacetime. It is characterized
typically by massive bodies and cosmological length scales.
The second of these two theories is quantum theory (QM) which is typically characterized by atomic or
sub-atomic length scales.
The predictions of both QM and GR have since been experimentally verified in their respective domains.
1.2 The Clash
In spite of their respective successes, there remains a huge problem in reconciling QM and GR. Some of
the conflicting concepts of the two theories are compared below.

Table 1

General Relativity
Spatial nonseparability (non-locality) is implied by the
superposition principle

Quantum Mechanics
GR asserts complete spatial separability (locality)

Equivalence Principle
Time as a dimension

Uncertainty Principle
Time as a parameter

QM does not obey the principle of local realism. This means that for a quantum system can display
entanglement – so two photons can exhibit correlations even when spatially separated. Einstein called this
‘spooky action at a distance’ – the states appear to be able to communicate, or to be somehow governed
by each other. This is contrary to the theory of GR, obeying local realism, which states that any particle is
only affected by its immediate surroundings. GR is a spatially separable geometrical phenomenon.
It’s clear that the current formulations of QM and GR are irreconcilable – our understanding is
incomplete. But where exactly do the inconsistencies lie? – This is the question that motivates the
GREEN mission.
1.3 In the Space Laboratory - Gravitationally induced redshift
As light escapes a region of high gravitational potential it loses energy and appears shifted towards the
red end of the electromagnetic spectrum, exhibiting a lengthened wavelength. This prediction of GR was
successfully confirmed for classical light by Gravity Probe A [1].
This has not been demonstrated for entangled quantum states.
2. Proposed experiment
2.1 Testing Fundamental Physics - Why Space?
One of the biggest challenges in exploring the valid regimes of the two theories is the fact that GR
requires large distances and mass densities to be detectable.
Hence, exposing a quantum system to an environment governed by GR effects is practically very
challenging. Since observations on the ground are limited to relatively small distances (the record
distance over which an entangled state has been sent stands at 144km) and nearly uniform gravitational
potentials, space is a natural laboratory for such experiments.
2.2 Outline
In this experiment, entangled photons created by a source in
space are separated spatially by sending one to Earth (see
Figure 1). By performing a Bell test on the ground and
satellite we will be able to determine the effect on
entanglement of:
-

The long Earth-satellite distance
The Earth-satellite gravitational potential

There are no laws in QM that put bounds on the distance over
which entanglement can exist, nonetheless the result of our
Bell test will in itself be an important result as this has not yet
been shown to hold over distances larger than 144 km[2].
Figure 1

Since a positive result of the Bell test is expected (entanglement is present), it would be of great interest to
know if the entangled photon that experienced the gravitational potential ΔU also is red shifted, since its
highly correlated partner has not experienced the ΔU.
By measuring the frequency of the entangled photon on the ground we can identify the red shift experienced
and compare it to the corresponding value for the redshift of classical photons. In doing this, GREEN is
expected to produce results that clash in some way with our current formulations of GR or QM.
If the experiment shows that the red shift is different from its classical value, GR in its present state cannot
be true, which has never been proven before.
This will help scientist further constrain QM in the search for a unified theory of QM and gravity.
3.

Scientific objectives and requirements

Table 2

Science Objective

Science Requirements

SO1: Explore the role of gravity on quantum
entanglement

SR1.1: Separate entangled photons over a gravitational
potential of 107J/kg
SR1.2: Determine if entanglement still is present after
photon has experienced a gravitational potential change.
This needs to be confirmed with 99.7% confidence by
testing Bells inequality over a large range of different
distances

SO2: Investigate the effect of large spatial separations
on quantum entanglement

SR2: In addition to SR1, provide distances from 500 km
to 10 000 km between the entangled photons.

SO3: Search for hints of discrepancies between QM
and GR by comparing the gravitational red shift of
entangled photons with the expected red shift from
classical photons

SR3: Determine the gravitational red shift of the
entangled photons with precision of 1% of the classical
value

4. Instrument requirements
4.1 Gravitational redshift
We are limited by the gravitational potential difference ΔU
between our orbit and the ground. For a given frequency 𝑓 this
𝑓Δ𝑈
translates into a gravitational redshift Δ𝑓 = 𝑐 2 . The figure
shows how the redshift value for the entangled photons varies
as a function of altitude. One can see that only redshifts of up to
100 KHz is possible within Earth’s gravitational field.
4.2 Orbit

Figure 2

Due to systematic uncertainties from sources on the satellite and on the ground, absolute values of the
gravitational redshift are difficult to measure.

An elliptical orbit was chosen, so that a variation
in frequency could be observed. Measurements
are collected in 25 sections in eclipse around the
perigee and apogee to avoid radiation damage to
the detectors when passing through the Van
Allen belt.
In each section the deviations of the entangled
photon from a classical photon is averaged. This
corresponds to one data point on a graph of
Δ𝑓 against the gravitational potential.

4.3 Limitations from photon source
Figure 3
The resolution of the frequency measurement is
determined by the bandwidth of the photons,
hence the narrowest bandwidth photon source is used. A nonlinear silicon nitride crystal microring
resonator source with a continuous wave (CW) pump [2] was chosen to produce entangled photons with
low bandwidth of 30 MHz [1] at 1550 nm wavelength.
To resolve the frequency to 1% of the classical value, 109 observations are needed. A disadvantage of this
source is however the modest pulse rate of 50 Mcps, hence it’s paramount that signal attenuation be
minimized A schematic of the optical system is given in the figure below.

4.4 Spectrometer
It’s desirous to have measuring apparatus with
accuracy of the same order of magnitude as the
photon bandwidth in order to measure the
frequency of the photons to accuracy Δ𝑓𝑎 =
10 𝑀𝐻𝑧
This is more advanced than any spectrometer
commercially available at this time. The
accuracy of the single measurement is: Δ𝑓𝑠 =
10√10 𝑀𝐻𝑧
Figure 4 Satellite Optics
It is sufficient to use a diffraction grating and
to reconstruct the intensity pattern around the first order maximum to determine the wavelength of light.
Using a blazed grating, the intensity of the first order maximum is 80% of the total incident light.
An array with length of 2 cm and pixel size of 1 μm is required. This setup also requires a 25 m long optical
path between the grating and the detector array. However, this optical path will be reduced to ~2 to 3m
using adaptative optics.
In the spectrometer SPADs (single photon avalanche diode) are used for the frequency measurement of
each photon. The quality of SPAD is characterised by its Dark Count Rate (DCR). GREEN employs SPADs
with DCR 100 cps operating at 193K to ensure photon Detection Efficiency of 10%.

4.5 Satellite Telescope
The telescope employed on the satellite is very similar to the LISA telescope [3] with mechanical length 60
cm and 50 cm of aperture with a magnification power of 100.
The estimated mass is 20 kg. A pointing accuracy of 5 µradians is required in order to detect the laser beam
on Earth.
4.6 Ground Telescope
The proposed ground station is the Magic Telescope, on Canary
Islands, with a diameter of 17 meters. This telescope is able to
point to any direction in the sky within 40 seconds and also have
a adaptive optics device for aberration compensation.
4.7 Optical link budget
The instrument requirement is mainly limited by the photon rate.
To obtain 1KHz accuracy, the mission shall provide at least
10⁹measurements. From figure 5 it can be seen that losses amount
to 40dB. This includes atmospheric losses, diverging beam,
telescope losses, grating losses and the spectrograph with
detectors.
Figure 5 Optical Losses
4.8 Instrumentation: Bell Test
The Bell test is a routine statistical test used in quantum mechanics to determine whether two particles are
entangled.
The minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required to prove the presence of entanglement in the Bell test
is ~4.8
InGaAs/InP single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD)
were chosen for both ground and satellite since low dark
count and fast detection rates are required. MZIs have to
be also temperature controlled to avoid fluctuations in
the path-length difference.
SNR > 4.8 required for the Bell test is satisfied. An onboard Bell test is also performed to one in 1000 photons
(see Fig. ‘opt schematic’). The violation of Bell
inequalities is within confidence level of three standard
deviations.

Photon pair production rate, P (MHz)

50

Ground detector efficiency, η

0.7

Link efficiency, (dB)

-40

Coincidence window (ns)

~1

Dark count rate (kcps)

100

Background (kcps)

10

4.9 Error Analysis

The Doppler shift, for example, modifies the signal as in
the figure below. The blue line is the expected
measurement of the frequency shift of a photon with a
reduced Doppler shift for illustration.
Only the deviation of the frequency shift from that of a
classical photon will be determined and calibration
Figure 6

methods are adopted. For the calibration procedure, measurements will be performed on quantum and
classical photons.

Source
Doppler shift
Stability of laser

Spectrometer
Dark Count,
Satellite Black
Body Radiation
Averaging over
photons of
different
gravitational
potentials
Systematic
errors

Size of Error
105 bigger than
original signal
10 MHz

Remedy
6 cm orbit
precision
Frequency
Stabilisation
1kHz
Cooling and
Temperature
Stability

After Remedy
<1% on each
data point
<10-6 %

<1kHz

None

<10-6 %

Any size

Classical Photon
Measurement

0

106 counts per
seconds

100 counts per
second

4.10 Timing
During measurement time the same 60 second procedure as
shown in figure (7) is followed repeatedly.

5. Mission profile
5.1 Spacecraft design

The spacecraft needs to be stiff to avoid any structural
deformations that could interfere with the measurement
and also has to resist to the launch loads.
Therefore, the payload is stored inside a central
cylindrical structure, that is connected to the outer
structure by shear panels. This configuration provides a
direct path for the design loads to be redistributed
through the geometry. Both the solar panels and the
antenna need gimballing.

Figure 7 Measurement Timing

Material Characteristic

Value

Longitudinal Young Modulus (GPa)

181

Transversal Young Modulus (GPa)

10.3

Density (Kg/m )

1600

3

Thermal expansion coefficient (K )
-1

-1*10

-6

CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic) was chosen as a structural material for its high Young's modulus,
low density and low thermal deformation.

5.2 Thermal subsystem
The payload & subsystems require high thermal stability and a low
temperature (0° C).
The spacecraft has both a passive and an active thermal control
system to keep both the payload and the subsystems in their proper
temperature range. For the payload, Peltier cells and a heat pipe
device are used to provide local thermal stability. Due to blackbody
radiation the temperature requirement is T< 220𝐾 for performing
measurements.The 2-axis gimballing mechanism assures that both
the solar panels and the antenna are in the correct position when the
spacecraft enters the eclipse part of the orbit. Any reflected Figure 8
radiation could indeed affect the measurements.
5.3 Power subsystem
The power required during sunlight is approximately 1.2 kW. Triple-junction GaAs solar cells that can
provide (with an efficiency of 0.25) 238 w/m EOL are chosen. Progressive degradation of the solid state
cells was taken into account when designing the total area of the solar array. Also, during sunlight the solar
arrays have to provide enough energy to charge the batteries; the resulting total area is 7m . For the batteries,
Nickel-Hydrogen cells were chosen. They have a voltage of 2.5 V (per cell), a mass efficiency of 70 Wh/kg
and a Depth of Discharge of 0.7. In order to provide sufficient energy to power the measuring instruments,
they are required to have a total capacity of 1.9 kWh BOL, and are packed in arrays located in the bottom
module of the spacecraft.
2

2

5.4 Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem
To have a successful measurement, the optical axis of the telescope must be inside a cone with an aperture
of 5 microradians (1 arcsecond). This is achieved by means of a precise attitude determination and control
system. Two star sensor are used to determine (within 1 arcsecond) the spacecraft’s attitude and to calibrate
a Ring Laser Gyro, which will measure angular velocity with a precision of 0.01 deg/hour. The optimal
way to rotate the satellite when it enters and exits the eclipse zone and to balance disturbance torques is to
use 4 reaction wheels (1 per axis and 1 for redundancy) and 12 Reaction Control Thrusters (also doubled
for redundancy). The RCS system’s function is to desaturate the wheels when they reach their limiting
angular momentum value, and also to win the strong atmospheric drag resistance throughout the 3-year
lifetime.
A guidance laser retroreflector is also used to improve the knowledge of both the orbit and the spacecraft’s
attitude.
5.5 Propulsion Subsystem
There was a trade-off between chemical and electrical propulsion.
The former requires less power but a total propellant mass (including
atmospheric drag reaction, station keeping, debris avoidance
maneuvers and final deorbiting burn) of 302 Kg, while the latter
requires a very little amount of mass, but much more power.
Since power is a critical driver for this mission, the chosen propulsion
system is the chemical one; it will use ADN green propellant with a
specific impulse of 255 s.
Figure 9

5.6 Orbit description
Inclination
Orbit

27.7
500km to 10,000km

Eclipse time Apogee

60 min

Eclipse time Perigee
Total eclipse time
Orbit Period:

< 30 min
~4 h / day
3.5 h

5.7 Communication
For communication between the satellite and the ground station two different RF-links are used. First, for
the housekeeping data, a channel over S-Band is chosen. For the measurement data, which must have a
higher data rate, a second channel over X-Band is provided. For command communication and tracking of
the entanglement of the produced photons on the satellite, the link should also be available at the start and
during measurement in apogee.
S-Band (Apogee)

S-Band (Perigee)

X-Band (Perigee)

Distance

10 000 km

500 km

500 km

Power

5W

5W

20 W

Dish diameter on SAT

50 cm

50 cm

50 cm

Antenna diameter on GS

13 cm

13 cm

13 cm

Frequency

2 GHz

2 GHz

10 GHz

Transmission loss (LS+La)

-180.7 dB

-154.7dB

-168.6 dB

EIRP

12.6 dB

12.6 dB

32.6 dB

Rx G/T

-6.4 dB

-6.4 dB

7.5 dB

EB/EN

20.8 dB

46.8 dB

30.1 dB

Data rate

2 kbps

2 kbps

10 Mbps

5.8 Power and mass budget
The payload represents approximately 14 % of the total satellite mass. The column on the right side shows
the mass of the subsystems with a 25% margin. A 40% margin was added to the total satellite wet mass.

Figure 10

5.9 Risk Analysis

Figure 11 Development Risks

Figure 12 Mission Risks

5.10 Mission Development Costs

Figure 13

5.11 Descoping options
Our main descoping option is to conduct the measurement of the coherence of entangled photons but not
the redshift test. This option will reduce the costs of the mission but not will influence the satellite.
Another option could be use a different ground telescope, a smaller one. This is an option that could
reduce costs of the ground telescope but the mission lifetime would increase (increased observation time
would be necessary
6. Conclusion
The purpose of the GREEN mission is to experimentally test systems at the intersection of the domains of
quantum mechanics and general relativity. An insight into the gravitational redshift of entangled photons
might either suggest revisions of quantum mechanics or general relativity or restrict predictions of future
theories.
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